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I. Situation
The high school program changed to add a new discipline : the Digital and

Technological Science. So in order to help the students to learn it efficiently, a website was
created to give the teachers the tools needed to apprehend the field. The company ST
Microelectronis, Inventhys and Polytech Grenoble worked together to produce and
maintain it.
The website has a goal of introducing new technologies to the teachers and explaining the
installations required to use them. This is not a website used by the students in class but
used by the teachers before class to understand the basics and create exercises around it.
The website is divided in categories :

● STM32python
● STM32duino
● RIOT
● Jupyter
● Fritzing

Each category has a part explaining the installations, the electronic cards used and
tutorials.
The tutorials are examples of code produced to use the electronic cards and their datas.
The website is also available in other languages such as English and Italian. Jekyll is the
site generator used to efficiently create the website. This solution is a good idea because
the website never stops evolving. Every day, new tutorials are created in one or another
language.

II. Objective
When we started the project, we didn’t know clearly what it was about. We decided

to discover first a bit of the overall project before deciding what we will contribute to. We
browsed the STM32python website, completed the tutorials to understand what it was
about, how it was made and how it could be improved.

After some time exploring. We came up with some ideas about what to do. We had a
list of all possible objectives we could try to fulfill :

- Give a better organization to the website.
- Add some coding exercises about how to code simple algorithms in python.
- Change some tutorials to make them clearer.
- Change the way to download ressources.
- Make exercise about MIT App Inventor.

After raising this list, the goal was not to start immediately to implement and create
all of them. We had to discuss with one of the main project contributors to determine which
idea would stay and which would be put aside.



In that purpose we set up a meeting with Michael Escoda, who is working for the
STM32python project at STMicroelectronics. It came out that adding exercises about
coding in python was not necessary, the clarity of the tutorials were currently updated by
someone else in the project as well as the way to download ressource.

In the end the look of the website was considered the main objective of our
contribution. Two smaller objectives to make if we had extra time was doing MIT App
Inventor tutorials and make a more straightforward linux setup tutorial.

III. Development

Our major contribution to the project STM32 Python was the redesign of the
website, making it more user-friendly and restructuring the code in order to make it more
coherent and intelligible.

A. The Theme

At first, we had to try our hand at Jekyll, an unknown technologie we must manage.
This task was particularly hard and complexe due to the unorganized original website,
where each one has added new content without really paying attention to the structure.
We lost sometimes trying to enhance the original website, trying to add the new design to
what existed before, but we came up with the fact that we will have to change entirely the
Jekyll theme, and move the content from the previous site to our site.

Thereby, we spend some hours to find an original, complete and customizable
theme for our site and we finally settle upon the Tian Qi's jekyll theme :
https://github.com/kitian616/jekyll-TeXt-theme. The main reason why we chose this one is
the wide kind of layout available, that can give to our site a totally new design. Afterwards,
we spend some time understanding the complexity of the theme. In fact, it was created to
be fully customizable and the code is very modulable and so, quite complex. To sum up with
this, the original website structure was not fully logical and did not respect the jekyll
organization.

https://github.com/kitian616/jekyll-TeXt-theme


Fig X: diagram of the website pages structure

The drawing above shows schematically the view (layout) of our website, using the
new theme. As we can see, the view tries to be as clear as possible, and separate the
different themes. The idea is to help the user to reach rapidly what he's searching !

B. The structure

When we were sure that we would use Tian Qi's theme, we started to move the
content and restructure the website.



Fig 1: Structure of the site fr-v2

As the fig 1 above displays the structure of the website, it was important to make it
very clear and simple.

1) site/

This is the folder where all the content (pages) is. There is the file "index.md", which
is the homepage of the website.

The idea was to match collections defined in the _config.yml and the structure of the
site. Thus, this allowed us to display many galleries of tutorials. There are as many folders
as there are categories, and each are independant. In order to display the collection in a
certain order, there are two possibilities. The first is to number each file in the correct order:
Example :
/_my_super_collection

1_my_super_first_tuto
2_my_super_second_tuto

Or the second is to define an order in the configuration of the collection in _config.yml

Adding a tutorial is then very simple: just add the markdown file in the correct category and
that's all !

In addition to the collections, there are 3 importants folders :



● pages : it contains the index (markdown file) of the 5 themes (STM32python,
STM32duino, RIOT, Jupyter, Fritzing)

● assets: it contains the cover (the thumbnail displayed in the gallery) and all the
images shown on pages.

● _about: it contains the pages "about", "docs" and "glossary"

2) _data/

The folder data contain the licences and the file "navigation.yml", which defines the
navigation panel on the left and the header

3) _include/

This folder contains all the scripts used by the layouts to generate all the static web
pages.

In particular, there is the file "article-list.html" which lets us create each gallery that
displays collections (see the folder site)

Fig 2: Theme Gallery

There are also some noticeable scripts, such as header.html and footer.html which
define the look and content of the page header and footer.

4) _sass/

In this folder, there are all the scss files that contain html style.

5) assets/



In this folder, we can find the folder "logos" and "flags", that respectively contains
the partner's logos displayed in the footer, and all the flags displayed in the header.

C. _config.yml

This file contained all the configuration required by Jekyll in order to build the static
website, such as the author, the website title, the website url, the languages. etc. There are
also the definition of all the collections and thus, it can be accessed anywhere just using
site.name_collection in your pages.

collections_dir: site

collections:

docs:

output: true

pages:

output: true

microPython_basic:

output: true

order:

- Start with NUCELO wb55.md

duino_actuators:

output: true

order:

- buzzer.md

- del_ir.md

- servo.md

...

Fig X: Definition of the collection in the config file

There is also the list of the plugins required to build the site at the end.

D. Hosting

In order to host our website, we are using the gitlab's pipeline, and the script
.gitlab-ci.yml is run when a modification is done on the website.

At the time we are writing this report, the website fr-v2 is accessible via the link
https://stm32python.gitlab.io/fr-v2/fr/

To host other languages, we need to create a new repository by cloning the
repository "fr-v2" and only modifying the files in the collection in the folder site/

https://gitlab.com/stm32python/fr-v2/-/blob/master/.gitlab-ci.yml
https://stm32python.gitlab.io/fr-v2/fr/


IV. Conclusion
During this project we had to deal with unknown elements. We had to set our own

goals, according to what was doable in time.
We had to work with new technologies such as Jekyll. We had to use HTML and CSS,

which are languages we used a few times only. So our skills on this technology are
inconsistent and our knowledge is shallow.

Moreover we could not decide everything ourselves as we were used to in other
projects at Polytech. As it’s a contributive project, we had to discuss every aspect of our
progression and choices with Michael Escoda and Yannick Marietti.

Just as we did in the last year project, we had to set daily goals and organize our
team, setting up meetings with Michael Escoda too.

Overall this project was a very interesting experience considering what it taught us
about our future work.

Today our task is only half done, we have to stay available to correct and maintain
the code or guide anybody who needs our advice on how to modify it.


